
Public Site RSS Feed 
NetFile provides Really Simple Syndication “RSS” Feeds for consumption of 

electronically and paper-filed Form 700 Statement of Economic Interests, 

Campaign, and Lobbyist statements. If your agency uses NetFile to manage 

filers of the foregoing types, you can set up an RSS Feed to view redacted versions of the statements in 

your favorite RSS Feed reader. 

NetFile’s RSS Feeds deliver real-time filing logs with a maximum history of a number of days, or a maximum 

number of items. See the maximum history and maximum items details for each feed in the RSS Feed Links 

section below. 

 To set up an RSS Feed you need: 

• An RSS Feed Reader 

• The unique Agency ID (AID) for the RSS Feed you want to read  

• The link (URL) to the feed 

RSS Feed Readers 
There are many types of RSS Feed readers. Some are extensions you add to your browser, while others are 

applications you download from the internet. You can even use Outlook and other e-mail applications to 

set up an RSS Feed. 

Please note, if you set up your RSS Feed to an e-mail client you will receive one e-mail per filing with a 

link to view each filing. 

What reader you use for your RSS Feed is up to you. Because instructions for adding readers and setting 

up a feed in your reader of choice vary, this document does not address specific installation and set-up of 

an RSS Feed reader.  

Agency ID 
The Agency ID (AID) is the unique identifier NetFile assigns to each of our client agencies. Each RSS Feed 

requires the AID to pull filings from that agency. The easiest way to find the AID and the link to the RSS 

Feed is to click the Subscribe to RSS Filing Feed link on your agency’s public portal, the AID is in the link.  

RSS Feed Links 
Use the following links to set up RSS Feed.  

Important: To set up the RSS Feed for a specific agency, replace [AID] in the links below with the Agency 

ID mentioned above.  

Form 700 RSS Feed 

https://netfile.com/connect2/api/public/list/filing/rss/[AID]/sei.xml 

This feed has a maximum history of 15 days, or a maximum of 1000 items. 

Campaign RSS Feed 
https://netfile.com/connect2/api/public/list/filing/rss/[AID]/campaign.xml 

This feed has a maximum history of 15 days, or a maximum of 1000 items. 

Lobbyist RSS Feed 

https://netfile.com/connect2/api/public/list/filing/rss/[AID]/lobbyist.xml 

This fee has a maximum history of 45 days, or a maximum of 1000 items. 

https://netfile.com/connect2/api/public/list/filing/rss/%5bAID%5d/sei.xml
https://netfile.com/connect2/api/public/list/filing/rss/%5bAID%5d/campaign.xml
https://netfile.com/connect2/api/public/list/filing/rss/%5bAID%5d/lobbyist.xml

